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Vote Now

How many stars will be there in the EU flag in case of a
hard Brexit?
1 9
1.8% (1)

2 12
25.0% (14)

3 18
8.9% (5)

4 28
37.5% (21)

5 29
3.6% (2)

6 No idea
23.2% (13)
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We want to better know you ‐ From which country are
you coming from?
1 Belgium
32% (19)

2 the Netherlands
31% (18)

3 Another European country
25% (15)

4 I’m coming from outside Europe
12% (7)
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Have you in the past been involved in IEA activities in
buildings? (choose highest valid answer)
1. Yes, I am an IEA ExCo member or operating agent
40% (24)

2. Yes, I am a participant in an IEA annex or task
12% (7)

3. Yes, I have been a participant in an IEA annex or task
8% (5)

4. Yes, I attended one or more IEA meetings
10% (6)

5. No, but I have seen publications, newsletters or websites
20% (12)

6. No
10% (6)
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Vote Now

Would you be interested to become involved in IEA projects
in the future?
1. Yes, I am or have been involved, and I will continue
46.7% (28)

2. Yes, it surely would interest me
6.7% (4)

3. This could interest me, but it strongly depends on the topic
16.7% (10)

4. This could interest me, but it strongly depends on the funding possibilities
20.0% (12)

5. No
10.0% (6)

6. No opinion
0.0% (0)
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Has this workshop improved your knowledge about IEA
activities in buildings?
1. Yes, more than I expected
25.0% (15)

2. Yes, as expected
30.0% (18)

3. I obtained some new insights
38.3% (23)

4. Not really
6.7% (4)

5. No opinion
0.0% (0)
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How useful are the outcomes of IEA activities for your own
work?
1. It is very useful
31.7% (19)

2. It is useful
30.0% (18)

3. It is quite useful
6.7% (4)

4. I have not yet enough insight, but it could be useful
15.0% (9)

5. It is not directly useful for me but it is very relevant
16.7% (10)

6. It is not useful
0.0% (0)

7. No opinion
0.0% (0)
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What is your opinion about IEA research projects
in comparison with national projects?
1. It allows to become active in an international context with a strong bottom‐
up approach
62.7% (37)

2. It is an added value for obtaining national funding
13.6% (8)

3. Not interesting as no funding possible in my case
6.8% (4)

4. No real benefit in comparison with national projects
0.0% (0)

5. No opinion
16.9% (10)
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What is your opinion about IEA research projects
in comparison with EU projects?
1. EU projects are for me the only interesting international collaboration
possibilities as there is EU funding
1.8% (1)

2. IEA projects are relevant collaboration opportunities in parallel with EU projects
as they allow in my case collaboration without a competition context
31.6% (18)

3. IEA projects are more interesting collaboration opportunities as it is easier to
plan and it gives opportunities to become involved in new areas of work
26.3% (15)

4. No opinion
40.4% (23)
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Would you be interested to be more informed about IEA
activities in buildings?
1. Yes, certainly
30% (18)

2. Yes, it could be
22% (13)

3. No, the current level of information is sufficient
38% (23)

4. No, I already have too much information
3% (2)

5. No opinion
7% (4)
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Would you be interested in future IEA events?
1. Yes, by physical event with similar content level
5% (3)

2. Yes, by physical event with more detailed information on specific projects
36% (21)

3. Yes, by teleconference, Webinars or live broadcasting
10% (6)

4. All of the above
47% (27)

5. No
0% (0)

6. No opinion
2% (1)
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